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CHAPrER I
INTRODUCTION
The Problem
In teaching mathematics as a tool or sld.ll subject, vocabulary
meanings and understandings are often neglected. Meaning does not just
happen. In every skill area a definite syst~tic vocabulary program is as
important as development of a specific skill. It is the duty of the classroom
teacher to promote the development o£ this vocabulary along with other skills.
The function of language is to communicate. In mathematics its
function 'is to communioate with extraordinary preoision; it is
inevitable therefore that mathematics requires some special
terminology.l
In the Report of the Cambridge Conference on School Mathematics it
was also stated that: tlAs students connect the words to the concepts, the
concepts become better and more uniformly defined. The children can then talk
to each other understandably, enabling collective thinking.u2
Since vocabulary is a determining factor in mathematical success it
may be concluded that vocabulary dif.ficulties hinder the development ot skill
in mathematical reasoning, application, and computation.
statement of the Problem
The purpose o.f this stUdy was to identify specialized and selective
mathematical terms necessary for computation and reasoning at the sixth grade
lGoaJ.s for School Mathematics, The Report of the Cambridge Conference
on School Ma.th~tics (Boston: Haught'on Mifflin Co., 1963)" p. 10'-
2Ibid., p. 20. _ 1 ~
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level. In line with this same purpose tt...e writer developed vocabulary
exercises devoted direotly to the problem of clarifying the pupills under-
standing and increasing his power to use appropriately the technical vooabulary'
of mathematics.
Scope
Because of the difficulty in locating definitions of terms in the
specifio text under consideration it was necessary that the writer examine
additional sources to establish meanings of technical terms. A list of these
sources may be found in the Appendix.1
Limitations of the study
This .study was limi~ed to vocabulary terms present in the Elementarr
SChool M:1.thema.tics j Book Six.2 The WTiter constructed sample vocabulary
exercises for three chapters" namely Rational Numbers" Geanetry, and Percent.
Signifioance
It is the purpose of this study to provide teachers with a body of
interesting" supplementary vocabulary exercises applicable to ch:i.ldren who will
clearly benefit from the extra practice, as diagnostic, reviewl or test material.
In perceiving th~ necessitr of a de£init~ systematic program of
technical vocabulary the WTitar propos ed a study to identi.fy specialized terms,
limiting items to the Elementary School M:1.thematics Book Six, but of neoessity
lAppendix, p. 53.
2Robert E. Eicholz and Phares G. O'Daffer, Elementary School:Ma.thematics, Book Six. (Palo Alto: Addison-Wesley PUblishing Co., 1964).
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exploring various sources to procure the requisite de£initiorAS. In deVelop-
ing the vocabulary ~"(ercises the writer lias hopeful that children wOll1.d
benefit in an increasing pcrwer of thinking mathematioally; in the ability or
using precise mathematical terminology and in disoovering a mode of expression
which would produce collective thinking and communication.
\,J L i
CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE
This study concerned itself with the necessity of specific vocabulary
exercises in mathematics. Literature and research related to this subject was
summarized briany in the present chapter. Topical sequence is as follows:
1. Importance of Mathematics Vocabulary
2. Necessity of Teaching Technical Terms
3. Teclmiques for Developing Vocabulary4. Relation of Mathematics Vocabulary to Mathematical Suocess
Importance o£ Mathematics Vocabulary
Mathematics ,is regarded as a technical SUbject. There are many
concepts to be learned and they must be expressed by using words which. are
pertinent. These words are orten new to the student and have little relation-
ship to his past experience. Mathematics vocabulary is exact and preoise.
There is no room for loose generalizations or hazy ideas about the meanings of
words. The exact nature of the subject requires precision in word usage.
If explicit aims in mathematical education are understanding and
power then it is essential to emphasize the meaning of all basio terms.
Making a language available to the children early will help themin thinking about mathematics as well as talking about it. Sowhile any mode of expression of a good idea should be accepted,useful words should be introduced at all times •
•• •Finally rapid communication between teacher and student ispossible. It is therefore recommended that conventional andprecise mathematical language be introduced to the extent suggestedby the subject matter.1
Special terms are usef'ul or harmful exactly according to their
lGoals for School Mathematics, p. 20.
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effectiveness in communication., and the same applies to math&1latical notation
and symbols. The importance or the development of clear, rich meanings o£
math terms has been stressed repeatedly during reoent years. Reasons for this
emphasis may be: first, without adequate understanding of mathematical
terndnology, learning of the principles and techniques is impossible. Second,
many ot the uses which people make of math are uses or vocabulary and modes of
thought rather than of techniques. As John has pointed out: lIl"athematical
terms are important because ot their use in general reading as well as their
fundamental service in mathematical learning. lll
It students realized that new technioal terms would enhance their
statements and facilitate collective thinking and discussion, they would be
psychologically ready to acquire new technical terms. One may logically
conclude as did Brune, that "teachers of mathematics have gradually sensed
that above all else, their pupils should learn the meaning of mathematical
terms, principles, operations 'and patterns of thought_,,2
Necessity of Teaching Technical Terms
Reading is a tool or a teclmique utilized by pupils for textbooks
and other printed material in the curriculum field. Unless the student is able
to read the material of the text with understanding it is a useless medium for
conveying information to that student.
Time and effort must be spent directly to the problem of olarifying
lLenore John, Clarif g and Enriching Meaningful Vocabularies inMathematics. The University of C icago Supp ementary Educational Monographs,Vol. VII, (Chicag?1 Illinois: The University of Chicago Press, 1947), p. 99.
2Irvine H. &una, "Language -in Mathematics,n The Learning ofMathematics, Its Theory and Practice. Twe.'1.ty-first Yearbook of the NationalCouncilor Teachers orMathematics, (Washington, D.C.: National CouncU ofTeachers of Mathematics, 1953), p. 166.
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the student's \U1derstanding and increasing his pO'W'er to use appropriately the
technical vocabulary of the subject.
The amount of explanation in textbooks is often meager and formal.
Textbooks frequently fail to support the explanation ot new terms with
sufficient repetition to fix correct concepts of terms in the mind of the
student. Since a considerable number of mathematical terms are not encountered
in the field of reading or spelling, the responsibility of teaching them rests
mainly upon the shoulder of the teacher of this content SUbject. Johnson
contends that the authors of most elementary math texts show concern over the
dif£icw"t1'$ etudenw have in problE»l1~olvingi howev~r. little Emlj;)basis is
placed on the adequate bulldinl of voaabulary 111 thosl text.. Only rarely does
one find an exercise in a math text whose sole purpose is to test the under-
standing of crucial words presented in the reading matter.1
Most students will not·naturally and spontaneously develop abilityin reading mathematics. They need to have their attention broughtto the i.mperat~ve necessity of mastering vocabulary and using itin their work.
Teachers must utilize time and effort in clarifying and enriching the
meanings of terms while aiding the student in using precise and exact termino-
logy. Failure to do so would seriously retard a student's progress, for vocab-
ulary.terms must be thoroughly understood if accurate concept formation is to
occur. Along with this point of view Dale and Milligan note that "all teachers
should be concerned with terms not only to help students communicate clearly, blli:,
lH. c. Johnson, "Effect of Instruction in Mathematical VocabularyUpon Problem Solvirig in'Arithmetio,,".Journal of Educational Research, XXXVIII.(October, 1944), p. 110.
2Ellen Gonnelly, Increasing Competence in·Underst~~ding and Inter-pretation in Mathematics •. The University of Chicago Supple~-;)ntary EducationalMonographs, Vol. VII; (Chicago, Illinois: The University of Chicago Press,1947)~ pp. 127-128•.
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also because vocabulary development is crucial to learning. It terms are not
understood or are misunderstood learning is inhibited. lIl
The building of vocabulary in mathematios, that is the learning of
words and meanings which are peculiar to this field, is often neglected but
is extremely important to the average student's success in mathematics. As
Bond and Wagner state:
The child must learn such meanings as mixed in 'mixed numbers,
improp~ in improper fractions, times in two times four. Suchspecialized meanings add to the vocabulary difficulties ofmathematics and are often sources of confusion. The teachershould anticipate the difficulties and give the child thespecialized interpretation, inasmuch as in the majority of casesthe child cannot derive ~he meaning of the word from the contextof the reading material.
Souroes cited above indicate how essential it is tor the teacher of
any grade level to anticipate vocabulary difficulties, and to assist the
student in r building a rich, broad and a.ccurate understanding of technical
vocabulary.
Techniques for Developing Vocabulary
A student finds a word easy or difficult not in proportion to the
incidence ot its general use, but according to the amount and type of
association which he has had with the conoept for which the wO.r.- ~+~ stands.
Words are not easy or difficult. Ideas are. Consequently to build vocabulary
the first requisite is a classroom and school climate which encourages the
development ot ideas and provides opportunities for reading, writing and
'lEe L. Dale and Jerry L. -Milligan; IITechniques in VocabularyDevelopment," R~':'~'''-,j Improvelnent, VII, No.1 (Spring, 1970) pp. 1-5, ,13.
" ,
2Guy L.. ~d Eva- Bond Wagner, Teaching the Child to Read.(New Yorlc: l",:..1>:;rrdllan Company, 1966), p. 271.
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speaking about tIlem.
When a technical term nn.1St be used in the first six grades,develop its Ina.t.hem..'-ltical maar.i..'1g by relat:lng :iJ~ "Within theexperience of the child. lIave t118 concept gro-w out of afamiliar and customary -activity in which children are involved.Once a term is used provide for its repeated and contirJ.ued use.1
One of the major concerns of the teacher is to make permanent the
vocabulary which is pertinent in any particular SUbject matter. In order for
such learnings to be permanent, they must be understood. They must be f'u1l
of clear and vivid· reality and becCA~e a part of the use£ul concepts of the
student.
Teachers should use many techniques of clarifying the meanings of a
given word. It is imperative to discuss with students not only the technical
words peculiar to mathematics but the common words which may have different
technical meanings.
One method of helping to develop vocabulary is for the teacher to
listen care.fully for clues to errors in word meaning, ask questions which
reveal the extent of meaning the word has to the student and then insist that
the student use the term accurately in speaking and writing. Bond and Wagner
state that "perhaps the best way to teach such specific terms is through their
informal use. The te~cher calls the concept by its specific name ~ he goes
about his instructing.,,2
Since students learn in different ways the teacher should use a wide
variety of techniques to improve their mathematics vocabulary. A practice
used most commonly involves providing word lists prior to the assigrunent.
lWilliam E. Young, "Language .Aspects of Aritlunetic " School" SCience,and Mathematics, LVII (March, 1957) p. 173.
2Bond and Wagner, Teachin~ the Child to Read, p. 271.
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These lists are prepared by the teacher or provided for in the textbook a.~d
stud~~ts are required to use a dictionary to find the definitions of the words.
Concerning-this direct approach Dale and Milligan advise that:
While the practice of providing word lists is better than noplarJled attention to vocabulary improvement, the method is notefficient, nor particulary effective. Students find the use ofdictionary routine to be tedious and boring. They tend to developnegative attitudes toward the continuing improvement of theirvocabularies .1
The student may be required to formulate in his own words a state-
ment of what be has learn.ed and to develop a definition o£ the term if one is
needed, T~s is quite different trom introducing the concept by means ot a
det1nition.
Teaohers will, find that the use or vooabulary exeroises similar to
those applied -in reading will broaden and sharpen the understandings of words
in mathematics. As new vocabulary has to be reviewed frequently in or~er to
maintain mastery, vocabulary exeroises will reinforce the retention of
technical terms. Specific types of reading vocabulary exercises or methods
such as the following will aid the teacher in developing similar mathematical
exercises.
The multiple-choice question consists of two parts. First it presents
a statement of the problem; second it proposes a series of suggested answers.
Sometimes the statement is put in form of a question. The simplest form of
multiple-choice is that in which a word is given and from a list of the other
words the student must pick out the one that means nearly the same thing as
the word given. On a number of methods of measuring childrens' lmowledge of
word meanings, Kelly concluded that llmatching and multiple-choice tests
IDale and Milligan, "Techniques in Vocabulary Development," p. 2.
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correlated most highly \-lith pupil ability to use words in sentences."l
The completion item is a special case of the £ree-respa..'"1Se item.
These items are most conunally used for finding out whether the student knows
the definition of tenns.
One of its main uses is for measuring active vocabularies,that is to say, vocabulary which can be recalled when thesituation requires the use of a given term. Probably themain goals that the completion-type is most success.t'ul inmeasuring are those related to the acquisition and use ofvocabulary.2
The true-false item is a form in which a simple atatement is presented
which the student must appraise as being either true or false. Wood states
that "probably the most familiar type of objective test item the true-false,
has least to reconnnend it.n3 Travers is in agreement and proposes:
Experience with true-false tests indicates that of all techniquesof objective measurement, the true-false item is the least nexible,the most limited with behaviors ~t can measure" and one of the mostdi.:t'ficuJ.t to handle effectively.4
In order to be most effective in developing synonym exercises the
teacher is required to work in advance locating synonyms in mathematical
material with which the student is already familiar.
Analogy, which is relation of likeness between two things or of one
thing to or with another, consists in the resemblance not of the things them-
selves but of two or more attributes, circumstances or effects.
J-V. H. Kelly, ltEx:perimental StUdy of Certain Techniques for TestingWord Meanings," Journa1 of Educational Research, XXVII (December, 1933), p. 277.
2Robert M. W. Travers, .How to Make Achievem~nt Tests. (New York:Odyssey Press, 1950), PP. 34-35.
3Dorothy Adkins Wood, Test Construction. (Columbus: Charles E.Merrill Books, Inc., 1961), p. 24.
4Travers, How to Make Achievement Tests, p. 42.
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Antonyms and contrasting words prove interesting and by their contrast
throw light upon a word being studied. Deighton states that "the value of the
study is in fixing the relative meanings of a given word by suggesting what
they are not. This is the accepted meaning of definition by exclusion. lIl
Crescimbeni lists and describes many activities which the teacher
could use as samples in constructing mathematical exercises. Among those
listed are: Anagrams, Scrabble, Word Maze, Letter Puzzles and Cryptograms
which would aid in pure reoognition and drill of mathematical vocabulary.
Brain Teaser would serve not only in improving understanding but in allowing
the student to attain a curiosity and satisfaction toward the completion of a
mathematical task. Croasword Puzzles nth mathematical terms would enhance
the development of word meaning. Category Quick, which classifies mathematical. '
. .
terms, increases an appreciation among words and thus increases meaning. Mr.
Symbol, which uses geometric terminology in ~resenting a figure to be drawn,
would entail understandiJ:.lg of terms employed. This book is truly a treasure
to the classroom tea.cher.2
Relation of Mathema.tics Vocabulary to Mathematical Success
Research has sh~ that knowledge of technical vocabulary is related
to success in mathematics. Johnson's study illustrates the importance ot this
association. The purpose of his study was to determine whether improvement in
speci.f'ic mathematical vocabulary leads to improvement in the solution of
problems which involved this specific mathematical terminology. Johnson
lLee C. Deighton, Vocabular Davalo ment in the Classroom•. (New York:Bureau of Publications" Teac era Co ege, Columbia University, 19 9), p. 40•
• 1
•
'. . 2Joseph Crescimbeni, Tre'asury of' Classroom Arithmetic Activities.(New York: Parker Publishing Company, InC_I 1969).
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designed exercises to develop understanding of vocabulary beyond that which
was provided in the textbook itself. Words related to a common topic were
grouped and their meanings were defined and explained. He then developed
exercises to give practice in the use of these words. Findings indicated that:
The experimental group achieved significantly greater gains than
did the control group in both vocabulary and problem solVing; and
that this superiority of the experimental group maintained for
pupils of practically all levels of mental ability and initial
status in the area under study.1
Hansen, in finding significant differences between good and poor
problem solvers in general language ability and specific reading skills main-
tains that:
Lack or relationship between certain reading abilities and sucoessful
aohievement in problem solving may lead to the conolusion that skill
in general reading knowledge and knowledge of general vocabulary are
not essential tor success in verbal problem solving in arithmetic,
and that reading skills and vocabulary are specific in that field.2
In exploring the relationship of reading skills to mathematics
achievement at seventh grade ievel Treacy states that the reading of vocabu1.ary
problems calls for some specific reading skills as well as acquaintance with
the specific terminology employed in the text. His stUdy reveals that good
achievers in mathematics were significantly better than poor achievers in
mathematics in Arithmetic Vocabulary and the Vocabulary of Isolated W~rds.
Four of the reading skills in which good and poor achievers
in problem solving differed significantly were' associated in
one way or another with Vocabulary (Quantitative Relation-
ships; Vocabulary in Context; Vocabulary, Isolated Words; and
lH. C. Johnson, "Effect of Instruction in :Mathematical Vocabulary
Upon Problem Solving in Arithmetic, II p. 107.
2Carl W. Hansen, "Factors Associated with Successful Achiev·~~ment in
Problem Solving in Sixth Grade" Arithmetic," Journal of Educational Research,
XXXVIII (October, 1944), p. 115.
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Arithmetic Vocabulary.) The fact suggests the need farstressing the meaning or terms, general and mathematical, asan approach to impror....i.g pupils I ability in problem solving.1
Elwood's experimental research studied the effect or specific
technical vocabulary training on the improvement of achievement in reading
mathematics. The basio text was used with experimental and control groups.
The experimental group received supplementary work sheets to afford practice
and strengthen concepts while the control group had no additional specific
training in vocabulary. Though both groups made progress in vocabulary growtht
the study revealed that the experimental group' s daily practice in vocabulary
resulted in significantly greater growth in mathematical vocabulary and.
'
uithmetic reasan1ng as well as :math computaticn.2
Arit~etic computation, although less closely related to reading than
is the solution of ve~bal problems, does involve certain skills in the field
or reading vocabulary. For instance, difficuJ.ties with common fractions are
encountered because the student is not able to read and understand the meaning
of terms such as numerator or denominator. How is a student able to perform
a math computational problem ,such ~s discovering ~he least common denominator
when he does not understand which number is the denominator or where the
denominator is in the traction?
Summar[
As stated at the outset, this chapter dealt with the importance of
lJohn P. Treacy, liThe Relationship of Reading Skills to the Abilityto Solve "Arithmetic Problems, rr Journal of Educational Research, XXXVIII(October, 1944), p. 93.
2sr • Mary Alberta 'Elwood, "Effect of Specific Training in TechnicalVocabulary in Arithmetic on the Improvement of Problem Solving and Computationof Fifth-grade Pupils," (UnpUblished Master's Dissertation, Cardinal StritchCollege I Milwaukee, 1960) • '
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or mathematics vocabulary; the necessity of teaching this specifio vocabularl'-;
s orne techniques in teaching it; and the relationship between knowledge of
mathematics vocabulary and mathematics achievement.
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CHAPl'ER III
THE PROCEDURE
The present chapter will describe the mathematical text used in
this study, and discuss important steps in the procedure such as: selecting
terms, determining grade level at which terms were first introduced,
searching for definitions and constructing mathematical exercises.
Description of Textbook
In the series under discussion, Elementary School Mathematics, the
teachers I manual provides background material necessary for understanding
and teaching mathema:tics.1
The Teachers I Yanual is so designed that each lesson in the students I
text is presented on facing pages. Teaching suggestions and notes are
provided to orient the teacher to contents and objectives of each page and
chapter. It is suggested that the teacher read them caref'ully, implement,
and adjust them according to the needs ot her class. A key feature is to
deyelop a topic and pursue it until a certain plateau has been reached. The
manual gives a suggested time schedule for each chapter and lists material
needed. At tlle beginning of the teachers I manual it is stated:
Adjust the read:.U'1.g of directions and word problems printed in
the text according to the reading vocabulary skills of your
pupils. Most children should be capable of reading the text
themselves; howev~, often you will find it helpful to read
out loud for them.
1Eicho1z and O'Daffer, Elementary School Mathematics.
2~., p. 13.
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The chief emphasis of the program is BUppOSed to be upon ideas,
thinking and understanding. Very little is ever mentioned about an interest
in thinking and understanding the technical. terlr.s necessary to facilitate
the development of these ideas. A list of teclmical terms is provided at
the beginning of each chapter. In most chapters if vocabulary is mentioned,
the idea presented to the teacher is that certainly the students will be
familiar with most of the words in the list, and that those which are new
should be stressed and mastered. However, there is no way in which a sixth
grade teacher picking up this specific series would be able to mOW" which
words are new, which the students already mowJ and which are still to be
taught. How is a teacher able to stress that which she does not mowi
Which teacher has the time to search each preceding book to discover if the
term has been taught and it so, where taught? How many years of experience
has the student had with this terminology? The authors seem to assume that
mathematical vocabulary meaning has been mastered. This assumption appears
throughout the series. Little provision or time is devoted to the under-
standing and comprehension of technical vocabulary.
Selection of Technical Vocabulary
The writer decided to examine the "specialized" vocabulary lists
to determine whether or not the total vocabulary used was listed tor Chapter
6, Rational Numbers, Chapter 8, Geometry and Chapter 11, Percent. It was
recognized that some wards marked as vocabulary terms for the chapter in the
teachers' manual were already presented in the student' s text in preceding
chapters and that some terms appearing in the chapter were omitted from the
vocabulary list. From the students' text" words were then selected which
the writer thought necessary for the complete understanding and concepts of
- 17 -
chapters 6, 8, and ll. Words specified by the authors were used. Selection
of further words was judged on the basis of the writer's experience of the
vocabulary weakness in matllematics throughout the grades in her specific
school and through discussion with teachers of various grade levels. Both
the technicaJ. terms mentioned in the teachers' manual and those chosen through
the writer's experience were included in Tables 1, 2, and 3. Terms with plus
sign are those introduced by authors as vocabula.ry for each specific chapter.1
Grade Level at Which Term Is Introduced
Since the authors take for granted that the sixth grade level
student already knows the terms presented it was hoped that term definitions
woul.d be discovered in earlier books of the sarne series. Relatively few were
discovered. Some definitions of terms were written in classical mathematicaJ.
language in the teachers' manuale, With these the resourceful teacher .ndght
have translated terms into definitions students woul.d understand. Tables 4,
5, and 6 illustrate. that in Chapter 6 the authors introduced 'two vocabulary
terms, each having appeared in earlier books of the series. In Chapter 8
twenty-seven terms were introduoed as vocabulary, four of whioh were "new".
In Chapter 11 t~e words were introduced as new vocabulary and all three
~ere "new" terms.2
Compilation of Definitions for Terms
Unable to find meaningful definitions in the series under discussion,
the writer examined apprarlmately a dozen series at sixth grade level. Six
lAppendixl pp~ 4l47~
. 2Appendixl pp. 48-52.
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books, tour ot which had a glossary of terms, provided many of the required
definitions. The writer then had to resort to two mathexr.atics dictionaries
tor the remaining terms. Tables 1, 2, and 3 state definitions and sources
from which they were obtained. It will be noticed that few definitions were
found in source 3 which is the mathematics text under discussion. Plus signs
indioate terms introduced by the authors.
1
Construction of Vocabulary Exercises
In preparing vocabulary exercises the writer attempted to use
various techniques in presenting terms. Phrase definitions were written in
accordance to those found in various mathematics series. However, at times
the writer used similar connotations rather than strictly adhering to precise
wording of definitions. The writer endeavored to employ diversified styles
ot multiple-choice; recall-eompletion, true-false, synonyms, antonyms" analogy,
and classification forms in the construction ot models. The length and number
of the exercises were governed by the number or weeks each lesson was to be
taught. The number of repetitions of a word was regulated by the mathematical
vocabulary wealmesses of students in the writer's specifio school.
Summary:
Chapter III described the textbook used, discussed important. steps
in the selection of terms, the levels at which terms were introduced, the
collecting ot term definitions and the composing ot mathematical vocabulary
exercises.
lAppendix, pp. 41-47.
CHAPI'ER IV
TEACHER PREPARED VOCABULARY EXERCISES
Introduction
Mathematics has a vocabulary all its own. Many technical terms
used in mathematics do not appear even once in a students reading vocabulary.
Special vocabulary exercises must be used along with practice in skills to
insure the students comprehension of the language of mathematics. Yastery of
a vocabulary is not attained by merely memorizing formed definitions verbatim
and reproducing them at given signals. Caref'ul explanations of a term and
varied experiences in its use are required.
I
While constructing the following vocabulary exercises in rational
numbers, geometry, and per cent, the writer necessarily kept in mind thoughts
such as: Is the student able to define the term? Can he recognize an
illustration of the word commonly employed and properly label it? Is he able
to recall the different meanings the word may have in various contexts? Can
he apply the term correctly to all possible situations, even to unfamiliar
ones W;,JE~re its standard meaning would apply? Does he have the ability to use
the teni!, actually making use of the ooncept in thinking and discussion?
Pages 20 through 25 present vocabulary exercises for the chapter on Rational
Numbers. Pages 26 through 33 contain vocabulary exercises for the chapter on
Geometry. Finally, .pages 34 through 31 present vocabulary exercises for the .
chapter on Per Cent.
- 19 -
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Vocabulary Exercises: Ra"c,ional Number~.
Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS DOWN
3. Process used with two addends
1. The word fraction means •--
6. The number which can be multiplied
to any other number and always yield
the same otl'ier number
7. RuJ.e for set of ordered pairs
8. The set of fractional numbers
and their opposites
2. The opposite of the sum
3. Grouping in different ways and
retaining the S3.llle sum
4. Prism which has a as its
base is a rectangular prism.
S. Total area of the face of a
surface
10. Figure formed when two lines
are drawn from the same point
addition5. The resuJ.t
9. Unit of measure of angles and arcs
11. Principle of adding a number to another number
and not changing that other number '
.. 21 ..
Vocabulary Exercises: Rational N~"Tlbers
Dazzling Definitions
Match terms in column A with statements in column B.
A B
1. Addends
2. Angle
12 The process of multiplying a number to a
given number .which does not change the
given nmnber.
3. Average
4. Commutative principle
5. Degree
6. Dit!erenQ8
7• Distributive pr1no1ple
8• Equivalent fraction
9. Improper fraction
7 The principle which allows such processes
as 2(3+4) • (2X3) + (214).
1 The numbers which are added.
6 The res'Ult in subtraction
A fraction whose numerator 1s equal tQ
or lars_., than the denominator.
Unit of measure of angles and arcs.
The result in division.
17 Anyone of the ~tural numbe:z:s 1,2,3, •••.
1) The result in multiplication.
18 The process of adding a number to a
given number 'which does not change the
given nwnber.
4 The process of changing the order of the
addends and retaining the same final sum.
15" Total area of the face of the surface.
) A process by which the sum of a set of
numbers is divided by the number of sets.
11 The product of one givan number ,with
another.
The" figure formed when two lines are
drawn fran the same point.
2
11. Multiples
12 • One principle
10. Mixed numeral
16. Triangl1..1,.J.~
17• Whole number
18. Zero principl;e
13. Product
14. Quotient
15• Surface area
16 A prism which has a triangle as a base.
10 A symbol for a whole number and a fraction.
8 Two fractions that name the same rational
number.
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VocabularrExercises: Rat:l.onal "NuJnbers
Join Our Mathematics Quiz Club
Write in each blank the word or group of words which makes the statement true.
1. In a fraction the number above the line is called the numere~to::.
2. The number below the line in a fraction is called the denorninator.
3. In the fraction i ~ is the denominator and 2 is the numerator.
4. Before fractions can be added they must be changed to fractions hav:i.ng a
common denominator.
5. An improper fraction is one in whose numerator is equal to or greater
than the denominator. .
6. A number like 2f or 5l, made up of a whole number "and a fraction is called
a mixed number.
7. The word addend is used for numbers which are added together.
8. To nal11e the product of two fractional numbers, multiply the numerators
and the denominators.
9. A degree is a unit of measurement of angles and arcs.
10. A prism is named according to the shape of its base.
11. The least common multiple is the least counting nUmber that is a mult~ple
of each of the counting numbers.
12;,.To change a fraction to its lowest terms, divide both the numerator and
the denominator by the largest nUJilber that will divide both evenly.
13. Fractions in answer to problems should always be reduced to their lowest
terms.
14. A .function rule is a set of ordered pairs with a rule such as add 5.
15. The set of fractional numbers and their opposites are rational numbers.
16. An improper fraction may be changed to a whole number or a mixed number.
17. The total area of n surface is called the surface area.
'18. Fractions which are equal in value but which have different forms are
2Suivalent fractions.
19. To change an improper fraction to a whole number or to a mixed number "
divide the numerator by the denominator.
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Vocz.bu1arr Exerci..ses: ,.Raticne~ Numbers
Seeing Relat,ionships
Write the number of the basic principle whioh can be applied to the equationsbelow.
1. Associative principle: The way the addends are gI'aaped does not affect
the Blliit.
2. Associative principle: The way the factors are grouped does not affect
the product.
3. Distributive principle: Tile process of multiplyL~g two addends by a
nUJnber arJ.d obtaining the same product whether yuu.
add first a..~d then multiply or multiply each
addend separately and then add the products.
4. G ~·".·.\·tat1ve pr11lQiple, The ordaz' of the addenda does not affect the sum.
St COff!'miJtativi prino1ple I The order of thi factor. does not afleet the product.
6. One principle: The process of multiplying a number to a given
number and not changing the given nUlilber.
7. Zero principle:
.L "'I =. L7 7
.!:L x.s.: ::::. .£ i\ !l
/p If If (p
A.,.. (".,1, +1.)= (P:+~)Tl., 3 (p 9 3 IJJ
(J,,,t)~ *=~ A(~ xt)2
5
6
1
T11e process of adding a number to a given rnL'U"bel"
~Y1d not changing the given nur;;': •
-f+6~T:})=(fT~}tt 4 1+i= it-i:
-± X (-Z )( ~)=(i Xi) Xt
5")\i~txs
-t+t:t.i
.LX6=/~7 ~ I~
2
7
6
5
1
4
3
.;£ -1-1. -.L .... £
~ ,- J 3' /P
·3 J.{:f:)(I). (31. t )-r(31.1)
7
3
f TO ~.t
3 X(1- f.tt)-(3 )v-l)t(SXt) .
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yocabulary E:xel~cises: Rat,ional Numbers
Take Your Choice
From the group of terms given select the n1.Lllber which precedes your choice.
1. W1lich is the best description of a fraction? 3
1. a C omparison
2. a cor;;mon fraction
3. a ratiol1al number
2. W1fat is the number by which the dividend is divided? 1--
1. the divisor
2. tl1e llIlllti,plicand
3. the product
3. What is Qe.~e or m.ore of the equal parts into which a unit may be divided?.l-
1. an integer
2. a factor
3. a fraction
4. What part of the fraction states the number of equal parts into which
the unit is divided? 1
1. the denominator
2• the numerator
3• the reciprocal
S• What is the fraotion whoa e numerator is less than the denominator? 2
1. a complex fraction
2 ~ a proper fraction
3. a mixed number
6. What must be the sarne if fractions are to be added? 2
l~ the decimaJ.
2. the denominator
3. the numerator
7. To reduce a fraction to its 10W'est terms what must one do to the' numerator
and the denominator by the same number? 3
1. add
2. multiply
3. divide
8. What is the number called which is written above the line in a fraction?..l-
l~,' decimal
2 ~ denominator
.3 • numerator
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':,Voc~1)\l1.arz Exercisr::~3: P"a:t.ional l';urnbers
Clear Tr~~ng Required
Wl1ite + if the statement is true and - if the statement is false.
1. The ~"1swer to &~ addition problem is call~d the quotient.
z. If you know the weights of six people, 19'1 nru.ltiply and subtract to
find their average weight.
3. + The answer in mul.tiplication is called the product.
4. + In division the quotient is always less than the dividend.
5. + A fraction is named from the number which shows the size of one of
the equal parts of the whole.
6. + The numerator and denominator are the terms of a fraction.
7• + The denominator of a fraction shows into how many equal parts
anything is divided.
8. Fractions like t and ~ are called equivalent fractions.
9. Multiplying or dividing both termS of a fraction by the same number
changes the value of the fraction.
10. A proper fraction is a fraction whose numerator is greater than its
denominator.
11. Addends are numbers which must be divided.
12. + SUrface area is the total area of a surface.
13. + The distributive process allows for processes as 2(5x3)=(2!5)+(2X3).
14. The process by which the sum of a set of numbers is divided by the
number of sets is called the principle of. association.
15. + The smallest common multiple would be the least common multiple.
16. + Fractions which have different forms but the same value are equivalent.
17• The least common denominator is the largest number possible that can
b.e divided exactly by the denominator of all given .fractions.
18. + A mult,iple is the product of one given number with another.
19. - t-. An 00.gle is a round figure formed by two lines drawn together.
20. + it.. .. 'r .~tanguJ.ar prism is a prism which has a square as its base.
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Vocabulary Exercises: Geometry
Y13.gic Hexagon
Match words in column A with synonyms in .column B. Write the number of YOu:I.'
answer next to the letter in the hexagon. If you have answered all cor:rectly
the sum of the numbers in each column, each row and each diagonal should
total thirty-eight.
A B
a. angle l~ border
b~ bisect 2. dot
c. compass 3. go along side
d. cone 4. flat surface
e. congruent 5. strip
f. edge 6. equal
g. equivalerrt 7. eighter
h~ .face 8. crossing
i. intersection 9. V-shaped
j. line 10. section
k. Octahedron ll. halved
1. parallel 12. geometric figure
m. perpendicular 13. right angle
n. plane 14. funnellike
o~ point 15. outside surface
p. polygon 16. extreme limit
q. segment 17~ even
r. triangle 18~ instrument
s .. vertex 19. :many sided
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A Pyr~~d Projeot
Match the number of spaces with the term to be used for the definition.The top two are free.
1. FREE
2. FREE
3. A part of a line that consists of an endpoint and all the points on theline that lie on one side of that endpoint.
4. A closed region bounded by the edge of a geometric figure.
S• A figure formed by two straight lines that meet at a point.
6. Means to divide into equal parts.
7. A simple closed curve which is the union of line segments.
8. A figure bounded by three straight lines and having three angles.
9. A triangle that has two equal sides.
10. A polygon that has eight faces.
11. A curve whose~~ing point is the same as its starting point.
12. A plane geometric figure that is the intersection of some spaoe figureand a plane.
13. A straight line that torms a right angle with another straight line.
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Label Me
:Match each illustration with the narne of the geometrio figure it represents.
Al1g1e
Bisect
Cylinder
CC:''lgruent triangles
Congru.ent segments
Cube
In.t,ersecting lines
Angle
•
L~"1.e
Octahedro.'1
Parallel lines
Perpendicular lines
Point
Msm
•
Segment
Pyramid
Ray
Right angle
Segment
Triangle
Vertex
......--------... B
Triangle
(e
Line
.) •
Point
•
A·e-----... B
C··-----..'D
Con~ent segments
\ N
Perpendicular lines
Congruent triangles
,. .)
,. .).
Parallel lines
.....
Right angle
Intersecting lines
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Vccabulary Exercis£,9: GeOm'3tr~:
Parallel, PerpandictUar, Eye Tester
b 21 9 20
A C LOS E D CUR VEE QUI V ALE N T E
110
MIS 0 SeE L E SID J K B P W N B F D N D
~
•
T N E Y L Z H R 0 0
'15 22
M B I S E C T I P N i
./,'------------------------------_..
:ll i 12
I V E R T E;X POL Y G 0 N E L X GAG E I R
,lj ~
D E F G H I N T E R SEC
.~
~I N T E R SEC T ION L
FL~d the mathematics te~~ for the following definitions in this puzzle.
They may be found in any direction, parallel, perpendicular, upward, or
downward. Letters may be us ed more than once. \\1Jlen you have disQovered the
term write it's number before the definition.
1.20 The union of two rays with a common endpoint.
2. 15 To divide in hall.
3. 8 A curve whose ending point is the same as its starting point.
4. 24 An instrument used for drawing pictures ot circles.
5 ~ ... 25 A solid geometric figure which has a cirole for the base and a
'- curved surface that comes to a point.
6. 2 A plane geometrio figure that is the intersection of some space
figure and a plane.
7. 26 A: rectangular solid with six square faces.
8. 17 A solid geometric figure with oircular basea which a:r-e congruent 'and
lie in parallel planes. '
9. 21 The intersection of the faces.
10. 9 Equal or congruent. (Continue on n~1i page)
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Parallel, Perpendicular, Eye Tester--Co11tin:ued
of either of theA product of two whole numbers is called a
two whole numbers. .
A polygon having eight faces.
A geometric figure in which two or more sides are congruent.
A simple closed curve which is the union or line segments.
An angle whose measure in degrees is 90.
A prism which 'has a rectangle as its base.
Cross or have a point in cCJ.1ID10n.
A set that includes only the members that are common to the two sets.
A geometric figure that has triangular sides that meet the apex.
A part of a line consisting of an endpoint and all the points on the
line that lie on one side of that point.
Lines, line segments, or rays that interseot to form right angles.
The set of all points contained in a fiat. surfaoe that extends in
all direotions without ~Y).d.
An exact location.
The set of ~ points contained .in a straight path that extends in
both directions 'Without end.
Two lines in a plane which never meet because they always remain the
same distance apart.
The set of all points in geometry.
The surface generated by 'rotating a circle about a line in its
plane and external to it.
Two points and all the points that are between those two points.
The common endpoint of two' rays ·that form an anglo, or the common-- endpoint of a pair of sides of a polygon.
11. 13
12. 11
13. 10
14. 27
15. 28
16. 16
11. 7
18. 4
19. 23
20. 22
21. 12
22. 3
23. 19
24. 1
25. 18
26. 6
27. 5
28. 29
29. 11
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Vocabu1al~r Ex:erc:tses: Gec71et~--l
Know All ti"le Angles ?
Supply missing Ifangles If •
1. The faces of a regular polyhedron are congruent polygons.
2. Each vertex of a polygon inscribed in a circle is a point on the circle.
3. We bisect an angle when we draw a line which cuts an angle into two
equal parts.
4. The intersection of two sides of a triangle is called a vertex.
A segment has two vertices, zero sides, a..."1.d zero faces.- - -
6. A triangle has three vertices, three sides J and ~ face.
7• The bases of a cylinder are circular regions.
8. All geometric objects are sets of points.
9. A line segment has two endpoints.
10. A ray has one endpoint.
11'. The number zero represents the vertex of the ray.
12. The set of all points in spaoe 'at a given distanoe from a fixed point
is oalled a sphere.
1). A polyhedron with two parallel and congruent fae as is oalled a prism.
14. The basic unit for angle measurement is the degree.
15. If two line segments have the same length, they are congruent.
16. A triangle having one right angle is a right triangle.
17• A triangle is a figure bounded by three straight lines and having
three angles.
18. The vertex is the point at which the sides of an angle meet.
19. .An angle is a figure formed by two straight lines that meet at a point.
20. A :eerpendicular line is a straight line that forms a right angle with
another line.
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A Simple Clo3ed Polygon
2CF
IF
12T
13F
17F
Circle number and letter T if stat,eme~1t is tr:\:8; nt4uber and F if staterr..ent
:&.5 false. 'rhen cor..nect answers w-:.th striag:1t li...~e.
.....
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14~
15~
16.
17~
18.
19.
20.
The base of a cone is a circle•
A ray- 1:,'::s two e11dpoints.
A segrnant rn;;~y be a subset of a ray.
The intierscc'('icl1. of t'tfO ·;.:,riarlgle.s Inay be a point.
1'1-10 lirles :;;al inte~"~sect in more t:il8...t.i. one point.
.PJl angle is a set of POL-itS.
~tll Isosceles t~iangles are congruent triangles.
Ea,ch face of a pyra.:nid is a triangle.
A point is the simplest geometric object.
A triarLgle has four vertices.
All right triangles are Isosceles triangles.
An Octahedron has six sides.
If a polygon has eight angles it has eight sides.
A triangle is a set of points.
A squa:re is a regular polygon.
Every polygon has at least two sides.
If two trian.gles are congruent they are also similar.'
A triangle can have three angles which measure 87, 46, and 48.
If two lines are perpendicular, their intersection is the vertex of four
right angles. .
All right angles are congruent.
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HOW' Sharp Are Yau ?
v.nta in the most appropriate word:
1. Square is to plane as box is to S ol:Ld •
2 • Rectangle is to prism as tri&lgl.E; is to pyrarr.d.d.
3. Oil tarJ\: is to cylinder as block is to cube.
---roo-
4. Three-dimensional is to prism as tvTo-dimensional is to parallelogram.
5. Circle is to square as cube is to sphere.
6. Two-dimensional is to triangle as one-diJnensional is to line.
7. HorizontaJ. is to verticaJ. as parallel is to pe:ryendiculax:.
8. L:L."1e is to one-dimension as E0int is to zero d:L"11ension.
9. Square unit is to area as cubic unit is to volume.
10. Cylinder is to cone as rectangle is to triangle.
Underline the word which does not fit into the same category.
1. Segment, side, vertex, edge'
2. Polyhedron, prism., parallelogram, pyramid
3. Regular hexagon, square, regular octagon, regular polyhedron
4. Square, cube, pyramid, sphere
5. Square, rectangle, triangle, cube
6. Line, circle, ray, s.egment
7. Cone, cylinder, pyramid, sphere
8. Cube, triangle, intersecting line, two different planes
9. Volum~, perimeter, area, prism
10. Triangle~ 3~~e, circle, rectangle
..... ~.. ,)4 ..
PC3rc~.~1·c,-
Take Year Picl",
Underline tne ~Amier of your choice.
1. The money- ";e pay for the usa of money is
1. prefliwn 2. i:nterest 3. discou.~t
2. &Y1. eA."]?ression w11ich means "by t,he hundred" is
1. base
3. Six peroent means
2. rate
2. .006
3. percen~
6
3. 300
3. whole number--
1. "oj addi11~ tile rrwTI~)rG.tor &1d derio:rtirlator
2. sr di-\ridL.VJ.g its nurr~erator and deno:ninator
3. by raul"'cfPlr.J.11g its nwile:C'a~c,or and aenominator
5. To find a per cent of a num~erJ change the per cent to a
1. decimal 2. fraction
and multiply the number by it.
6. The product obtained by mul~iplying a number by a per cent is the
1. base 2. percentage 3. rate
7. We must know how to use per cent in order-
1. to find denominate numbers
2. to solve the fundamentals
3. to figure discount~ profit,.? loss
8. The ccst of a shipment of goods plus the expense on it ane. ,....;: profit
lTl.a.de equal the
1. gain 2. selling price 3. loss
9. vJhen goods are bought in large quantities at less than original price
t:ley are said to be bought ~t a
2. profit 3. interest
1':,'. The iractiol1. on.e half is equal to
1. .25 2. .10
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1. 'I!l':;a origina;.. p::"ica of a fOU1Y~::,ain pen is $2.95. T~~'ha:t, is the selling priceat the discou...-"t of 20%·? $2 ~.3.S_
2. kill. bov.gl1t a 't1.S ed b~Jol<
P!'\j.c:a of tee rit..;~-'i b~ol{.
'-'"lo'.j ":>0'
l'>:_.,,J ..
for $1~38. She ob~~ined a discoUJ1~ c~ 40% on the
~~J:1.a:~ 'i'las t11e origi~~.al price of JeilS nevi book?
3. Thc:....e llera 130 q·aes-;.~:t.ons on a...~ e;-:aminc\ot:_on~ I~:~y answered 150 questicl1Scorre,rtl~r. ~:a.t pel~ce.l"'lt 01' tb.e G.ues..tic~1S did Y.tary Iniss? 16 2
3
4. Tb.cmas an&~jel"'ed 81 qrtest..iol1..S on an e:::{~~dr..at:..on cO!'11ectly and received a
g:...~~de 0::''' 90%. HC~f rr.z:"'1.1 qU6stioJ13 did he miss? 9
5. Is :i.tl ~:,ru,e tI-Aa"~ give..."1 a ca:r'tain fi::ec1 l:Jercent discount, the r~eher theprice of ~te item, the more dollars the discour.t am~~ts to? Yes
7. If ~t120 't'las tIle :lllterest rate on a loan of $500 fer three rears, "'..;hat~7as t:ie ra-t.e of interesti? 8%
8. .~ ma:ccl'\:mt is selling a sweater for 25% off. If the original price is$12 wr~~~ is the sales pr-lce? $9.00
9. L~ a sport:5_11s-goods store a sale was advertised as 25% off. vJhat is theoriginal price of the model-ear racing set which is on sale for $36?
$t~8<)OO
10. A TV set was listed as $240. If 1';r. Burns bought the set at a rate ofdiscount of 20%1 how much did he pay for ,the set? $192.00
11. John has $100 invested in postal savings. The money draws interest atthe rate of 2% a year. How mu.ch interest does John receive in two yea:rs?$4.00
12. A merchant marked a suit $52.50. Later he gave a 10% discount vr.ith anadditional 3% for cash. What was the ~e~ng price of the suit, $45 o8~
13. At a sale I bought a $50 chair for $42.50. What was the percent ofdiscount? . 15%
Jl~. vJl1at l\:~ :;J of interest will be required for $500 to ear-a $60 interest int-'i-O yea:l"'s? 6%.
15. How long vall it take a savings of $3,550 to earn $426 at 4% interest?
th:~ee ~'-ears
iN •
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Each wo:"d i1'l col~0.Ii~1. A ::,8 a~~sociated 1,rioic,11 a word in colu.ll..'1 B. trew 1'nan1 Cal1.
you match properly'? Put tIle nunibel" of yo~ answer before, the lvord in
collli~~ A.
B
1. 2 deciraal
2. 1 discount
3. It interest
4. 3 interest rate
5. 5 original price
6. 7 per cent
7. 8 percent discount
8. 9 sales price
9. 6 savings
1. reduction
2. fractional
3. per cent
4. price
5. list price
6. reserve supply
7. ratio
8. portion of original price
9. retail price
Notice Any Difference ?
Draw a line be.~eath the word which does not fit with the other synonyrr~.
1. Disco1ll1t pl"'ice sales prioe retail price market prioe
2. Discount deduct r savings reduce
3. Interest discount. payment premium
4. Original price pritr~ry savitlgs earliest
5. Selling price allowanoe co.vnpensation percent discount
6. DecLilal degree ratio percentage
7. Savings storing keeping loosings
8. Int,erest rate proportion liIl1it degree
9. Per ca;~t % h'tL"rldradt,hs interest
.... ~? --'.
Con~lete the sentence
1. To change a deciIral to a percent move the decimal point t1-10 places to
~ri~. -
2. Pel-- cent means hundredths. 75% means .75.
3. A per cent may also be written as a f':raction, with the denOlTdnator
as 100 •
4. To find the per cent of a nUlllber write the per cent as a f':raction or
as a decimal.
5. To find what per cent one number is of another number, make a f':raction
by placing the first number over the other, and change the fraction to
a per cent. 6
100
6. Since a ratio can be expressed as a f':raction 6% is also written as •---
7. A per cent can be written as a decimal or a common fraction.
8. A fraction with a denominator of 100 is a per cent.
9. Perce:lt,age is the product obtained when a number is multiplied by a
Eer;~erj,t {; ~
10. To firLd a per cent of a number we w-.rite the per cent as a decilnal" and
multiply the number by it.
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of these exercises consisted of crossword puzzles, ~~~ching def~-~tionz,
fillir~g in bl.z.:..rJcs, seeing reJ.ationships" true B.'1d false itel'ns" syn.cny;';:3,
aTia:"'ogies, labeling" classifrJIlg a:r;.d problerns.
Tl:a 11Ur:lbar of exercises constructed were six for raticnal nUl7.:bc~\::,
sever... for gac:netl~Y and fOUl.... for per C8l1.t. The nur:~ber of exercises for each
C.,) :"sr wa.s bas :,A on the llUl11ber of 'tie..eks the c!-.; apt,e:1'tl was to be tat:.ght. Tr...e
n~~;-~be:: of l"epeti~ion.s of tenr-s vIas detenrdned by lja·;;'hematical vocab~il1a:rl
we~messes of students in ~~he 'Wnter's specific school.
SUMr1ARY
Rcst,;~"t;2;m~nt of pro-~)lem.--Thewriter attemp';,ed to identify specific
vocabulary teI1nS necassary for the success of average sixth grade s·t~ucents
in Inathel:lat:!..cs. Appropria'ce ex:ercises were devised in the hope of cla::1.f~rlng
the understa..~ding of te~~ology required for computation and reasa...'1.ing i...~
n~athematics •
I~9V:L~;vl of lit~erature.--Evidel1ce of va.~ous revic"Vis and studies show
that where stress is put 0i.'1 mea.."1ingful tec:1Ilical vocabulary students' achieve
a higher degree of competence and confidence in mathematics. It also indicat~:;s
that since words are necessary both for expressing one r S O"w"'ll ideas and .for
tlnderstcu1ding the ideas of others, particular attention must be given to
vocabulary in the teaching of mathematics in order to insure collective
thinking and discussion. Because textbooks frequently fail to support the
explanation of new terlns the responsibility for teaching these terms falls
upon the teacher of mathematics.
Procedure.--A description of the texbook u..~der discussion was giv~.,..
Tecr.nical matherratical tenr.s were selected for vocabulary exercises. It was
("~.~:.,ermined at which grade level terms were introduced. Definitions 'Were then
compiled for these terms.
Vocabu~arv exercise~.--Specialexercises were constructed follOh~g
techniques us ad in developing reading vocab~ary•
.. 39 -
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T0,:~chars of matner;-atics must assum(~ recpcnsibility for teacrdng
specific vocab:uary necessary for reading and ~~derstanding rrath~T~tics
efiecti\raly. Backg-round .of expeJ.~ence and ralated activities should be
pl'1'ovided which will help the student to underst,arld words thoroughly and to
r.t.z~ve clear concepts of them. This backg-t'ound rnay be, provided tr..rough
speciaJ..ized vocabulary explanations, deduc.tiOi-,s by stUdents, ar:d specifio
w..athernatics exercises. Systerratic attention to tile developmentl of specialized
vocabulary will result in better readers and in higher achievement i.~ math.
III ol~der to increase and maintain the student I s skill in the use
and Ul1derstanding of tecllilical terrr~ it is suggested that teachers give
daily Gysternatic attention to the stUdy of vocabulary in mathematics. '
Teachers are encouraged to analyse the technical vocabulary weaknesses of
their s'~udents and to determine the methods, styles, and procedures most
desirable in the composing of vocabulary exercises for their particular class.
It is recoImIl6r...ded that teachers be precise and consistent both in using
technical vocabulary and in enc,ouraging ~tudents to acquire facility in the
speaking and writing of- this terminology.
APPENDIX
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T.ABLE 1
ELEl~NTk~Y SCHOOL ~~THE~~TICS
TE.tllIS FOU CI{lPI'~1 SIX
RAirIO~~Ju.. liCH1BER.S
I
&~sle ·
Associative principleI
of addition
Defini.tion
One of the numbers combined by addition to
form a sum.
The union of trilQ raya with a C~11IDon
~~dpoir~t{, •
A principle -which states ":t,haJG JGhe SllID
of tl::;,"'eo or more nurnbers is not affected
by the way neighboring addends are paired.
Sot:Xce*
5
5
Associative pr...nciple A principle which states that the "1T'oduct
of nru.ltiplication of three or more numbers is not . ~':,eCi
by the way neig11borL.,.g factors are paired. S
Average The sum of the numbers divided by the
I number of addends. 4
C01rlffi1J.tative principle' A principle which states that cha...lging the
of addition order of two addends does not affect the
S~. 5
Commu.tative principle
of ~-.'~uJ.tiplication
Degree
DenOIninator
Difference
A principle which states that changing the
order of two factors does not affect the
product.
A unit of measure us ed to raeasure angles
The number named by the bottom numeral
in a fraction.
Tha-li part of the fraction which tells hO"tl
many equal parts of a whole.
The result of subtracting one qua."'1tity
from ~.,.other.
5
4
5
8
1
Distributive
prirA.ciple
Equivalent fraction
Ftu10tion rule
Improper fraction
+Least common
denominator
Least common
muJ.tiple
Lowest terms
+Ydxed numeral
Multiple
One principle
Product
Q'-lotient
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TABLE l--Continued
Defirdtion
A principle which states that when
multipl~ring two addends by a nlunber, you
ob'~ail'1 the BCllnG product v7neJ"rler lOu add
first and then ~iltiply or M~~tiply each
add~~d separately a.",d then add the
proQucts.
Two fraetior.\S that ns,..'1le the same ration.at
nU.\llber.
A sat of ordered pairs with a rule such
as add 7.
A fraction which tells that something is
equal to a whole, or more than a whole.
The least cammon multiple of the denomina-
tors shown in two or more fractions.
The least counting number that is a
multiple of each of the two count~ng
numbers.
That stage at which the numerator and the
denominator have no common factor other
·than one.
A symbol for a 'Wh~le number and a fraction.
A product of two whole numbers is called a
multiple of either of the two whole numbers.
A principle which states that when
multiplying a given number by one the product
will be that given number.
A n~~ber .formed from other numbers by
multiplication.
The result of diV"isioll
The set of fractional numbers and their
opposites.
Som:'ce*
5
3
3
3
5
3
3
5
4
5
Tenn
Rectculgular prism.
SU11l
SUTface area
Whole nmnber
Zero principle
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TABLE l-..corrt.inucd
DefL"'1itien
A prism which has a rectangle as its
base.
A ntL~ber' formed from other numbers by
addition.
The total area of the surface of a
figure.
An, member of the set 0,1,2,3,41 5, •••
lions of two factors is zero their
product is zero.
*Source
7
5
7
5
5
*Refel4 to Bibliography for D~iJ.,;Ltion of Terms, p. 53.
+T&~~ introduced by authors.
+Bisect
-tCornpass
+cone
+Congruent geometrio
figures
-tCross section
-.cube
+cylinder
+Edge
Equivalent
+Face
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TABLE 2
ELEI1ENTARY SCHOOL r~rA.TEIEM1:rICS
TER1~ FO~i CHAPTER EIGh~
GEO!'iETI-lY
DefL1ition
Tl'1e u...1ion of two rays -v-'rith a cQ\ilmon
endpoin"c, •
To divide in halt.
.A curve l'Jhose endint~ po~~r.'-f:,· is the
same as its starting pOiil~~.
An instrument used for drawing pictures
, of circles.
A solid geometric figure which has a
circle for the base arid a curved surface
that comes to a point.
Geometric figures which have the same
size and shape.
A plane geometric figure that is the
intersection of some space figure and
a plane.
A rectangular solid wit,h six square
faces.
A solid geometric figure with circular
bases which are' congruent and lie in
parallel planes.
The intersection of the faces
Equal or congruent
Closed regions bounded by the edge of a
geometrio figul~e. .
.Cross or have a point in conlI"llon.
*Source
5
7
7
4
7
7
3
8
-7
1
1
7
3
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TABLE 2 --Gontinued
==,=====:,===:===========,;-
Terra
Isosceles
+Lino
+Octahedron
+Parallel
+Perpendicular
+Plane
+Point
Polygon
+Prism
+Prramid
+Ray
DefirLitio:a
IA. set that includes only the me.t"1ibers that
are C OlTJ'ilon to ""he two sets.
A geometric figure in which two or more
sides are congruent.
The set of all points contained in a
straight path thEc.t extends in both
direotiorw without er~.
A produot of two vlhole numbers is called a
multiple of either of the two whole
numbers.
A polygon having eight faces.
Two lines in a plane which never meet
because they always remain the S~'1le
'distance apart.
Lines, line segments, or rays that
intersact to form right angles. .
The set of all points contained in a flat
surface that extends in all directions
without end.
.An exact location
A simple closed curve which is the union
of line segments.
A polyhedron -rlith one pair of opposite facesl'~
called bases that are congru.ent and lie in
. parallel lines.
!
A geometrio fibrure w:bich has triangular
sides that meet the apc::'~.
A part of a line consisting of all 'endpoinJ"
and all the points on tb.e 'line that lie
on one side of ';~hat point.
Saurce~"
5
7
5
1
B
5
5
7
7
8
7
Rect~~gular pris~
+PJ.ght angle
+Segment
+Space
+Sphere
+To:ru.s
+Triangle
+Vertex
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TiJ3LE 2--Continuad
Defirdtion
A prism which has a rectangle as its
base.
A pyr~~d which has a rectangle as its
base.
An angle whose measure in degrees
is 90.
Two points al1.d all points that '0 between
those two poirlts_
The set of all points in geometry_
The set of all points in space that are
at a given distance from a fixed point.
The surfac e generated by rotating a
circle about a ~line in its plane and
external to it.
A polygon with three sides.
The common endpoint of the two rays that
form an angle, or the corrunon endpoL"1t of
a pair of sides of a polygon.
r SO~\lrce*
1
1
8 .
.3
3
. 7
2
7
4
"*Refer to Bibliography for Definition of Terms, p. 53.
+Terms introduced by authors.
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TABLE 3
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MATHErtJATICS
TE.~YlS FOR CR\PI'ER ELEVE.L~
PERCEN'"T
Tel""111
Decimal
+Discount
+Intareat
Interest rate
Original price
+Percent
Percent discount
Sales price
Savings
Defilrl.tion
A place-value nUIneral for representing
a fractional nmnber in base ten.
The nmnber of dollars "eubtraoted when
aeJJ.ing at a disoQunt.
Tl18 &nl0lli'1.t of money paid for the use
of the money,
, The per cent of the savings paid for
the use of money for a given time.
The price at which the article is
listed before discount is given.
A special name for the ratio of a
number to 100.
The percent of the original price
that is to be subtracted.' .
The price for which the article is
sold after the discount"is subtracted
from, the original price.
The sum' of money on which interest
is paid.
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
~-Refer t~ Bibliography for D~£inition of Terms, p. 53 •
.+Terrr~ introduoed by authors.
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TABLE 4
I~~RODUCTION OF TEP~
CHAPT&i. SIX
Term
Adde.~d
Angle
Assooiative pr:L~oiple or addition I
Associa.tive prinoiple o£ multiplication
Average
Com.,rutative principle of addition
COIrJrlUtative principle of multiplication '
Degree
Denominator
Difference
Distributiva principle
Equivalent fractions
Function 'rule
Improper fraction
+Least common denominator
Least common multiple
+},lixed numeral
}'filltiple
Book
2
3
3
3
4
:3
3
5
4'
3
3
3
3
4
S
5
4
4
3
Page
54
150
-61
185
198
60
ll7
185
258
56
190
304
145
262
254
179
272
303
304
Term
.. 49 -
TABLE 4--Continued
'BOOk Page
One principle 4
Product 3
Quoti~1.t. 3
Rational numbers 4
Rectangular prism 5
Sum ,
Surface area 4
Whole nwnbel~ 5
Zero principle 4
~erms introduced by authors.
102
116
254
282
162
64
.18
258 .
102
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TABLE 5
Th~RODUCTION OF TERrvr~
CHAPI'ER EIGHI'
Term
+Angle
+Bisect
Cl05 eo curve
+Cone
+Congruent geoIrstrio figures
-tCross section
-tCube
+cylinder
+Edge
Equivalent
+Face
L"1tersact
Intersection
Isosoeles
+Line
Multiple
+Parallel
Book
3
5
5
.3
5
5
6
3
5
4
3
4
5
5
4
3
3
6
4
Page
1,0
151
162
46
162
150
211
4
162
184
304·
184
174
174
146
46
293
212
90
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TABLE 5--Cor;.tiJ1U ied
Te.i"7f1 300k IPage
i
+Perpendicular 6 199
+Plane 5 147
+Point 3 46
Pol~"'gon 4 160
+Prism .6 212
+P~rramid 5 163
+Ray 5 147
Rect~lgular prism 5 162
Rectangular pyramid 4 218
+Right angle' 3 118
+Segment 3 4
+Space 5 162
+Sphere 5 162
-t'£orus 5 163
+Triangle 3 150
+Vertax 4 160
-tTeJ;1nS Litroduced by authors.
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Term
DecmAL
+Discount
+Interest
Interest rate
Original price -
"+Percent
Percent discount
Sales price
Savings
TilliLE 6
INTRODUCTION OF TERI'1S
CHAPTER ELEVEN
Book Page
5 270
6 273
6 274
6 274
6 273
6 264
6 213
6 273
6 274
+Terms introduced by authors.
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